Elise Densborn I mentioned building trust, 00:00:04,139 and fundamentally that is like absolutely a necessary element of partnership.. I think we know all know that from our own experiences and any type of partnership or relationship, whether it’s at work or at home, trust is like absolutely foundational and key.. And so we work really hard at that and have worked really hard at that, both through time, right, and just working together and building that sort of rhythm, but also transparency and vulnerability and being really like honest and uncomfortable and sharing our thoughts and our experience and not being afraid to say what you really think.. I think a lot of sort of the initial aha moments for us, I think where Nicole really saw a partner in me, and not to speak for her, but this is like, this is something she's shared with me is one of an early like moment we had where I was like, “We need to change this immediately or else like the business viability is in question.“ And she was like, “You know, I just respected so much to have somebody tell me that directly and like fearlessly.” And so that I think established a lot of trust for us.. It also just means really strong communication skills and holding yourself and each other accountable to what you say you will do and not do and just be like open and gentle with each other when there are misses because there definitely are, there are definitely fumbles.. We're moving very quickly.. And when you say bumps in the road, like what are some examples of that? A lot of that has to do actually with the different stages of the business.. Like as the business evolves and needs different things, our roles actually evolve, too.. So people are often like, “What does you do and what does she do?” And it's actually not that static.. It's fairly dynamic and it kind of depends on the season..
pause, like really, really dive deep on together.. And then we give each other a lot of room and trust to move quickly if one of us isn't in the room and we work really hard to just bring the other one up to speed.. So we have a really strong discipline of like weekly synchs and touch-bases, but also just like keeping our egos in check and knowing when we actually need to be in the room or not and letting go when we don’t and just saying, "I don't have to be a part of this every single time." And then I think the other thing that has been really like pivotal to our success is, having sort of like a clear language for conflict resolution..

We have like a practice framework across the organization of sort of like how to communicate through conflict and the framing and facts and judgements and asks and things of that nature.. And while Nicole and I don't typically sit down and like flow through our framework tool word for word, we do use that language.. Like it is sort of just this muscle we've built where you kind of know if those words are being invoked, you're trying to like negotiate through something a little bit sticky or debate through something where maybe there's divergent thinking...